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 Cast Abhay Deol as Dr. Ritesh Patralekha as Ritesh's ex-girlfriend Ruki Raghuvaran as Ritesh's friend Pratik Sinha as Ritesh's
father Supriya Karnik as Dr. Shweta Varun Badola as Ruki's friend Prabhudeva Omi Vaidya Aashish Kaul Usha Bachani Baba

Sehgal Bani Singh as Rithika Anmol Singh Vidya Balan Release The movie was released on 6 September 2018. Reception
Critical reception The Times of India gave it two out of five stars and said, "The concept is commendable but there are issues

with execution. The script could have been much better and the movie suffers from poor storytelling. The characters, especially
Ritesh, come across as being very one-dimensional". Bollywood Hungama gave the movie two out of five stars and said,

"Overall, Good Om Shanthi is a slightly above average film where it wants to entertain audiences and succeeds but fails to
deliver what the film is aspiring to. With most of the songs and sequences lacking creativity, director Goutam Ghose misses a

very small opportunity to give it a successful send-off". Indolink.com gave it three out of five stars and said, "There is no doubt
about the fact that Good Om Shanthi is Abhay Deol's comeback. He has become a successful action hero who has also learned
to dance and is perfect for doing it all - it is evident from his face. He is currently one of the most popular stars of the Hindi
film industry. And Good Om Shanthi makes a fair attempt at bringing to life the relationship between a violinist, Ritesh, and

Ritesh's ex, Ruki. But for a film with this kind of concept, the execution is a little weak, and the story's conflict could have been
so much more. If the concept was not so complicated, perhaps the execution could have been more impressive, and the film

would have been more successful". Box office The film was a big hit at the box office, and made ₹2.30 crore nett in its opening
week. The film grossed a total of ₹3.15 crore nett in India. References External 82157476af
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